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ABSTRACT

Context: The research literature on software development projects usually assumes that effort is a good proxy for cost. Practice, however, suggests that there are circumstances in which costs and effort should be distinguished. Objectives: We determine similarities and differences between size, effort, cost, duration, and number of defects of software projects. Method: We compare two established repositories (ISBSG and EBSPM) comprising almost 700 projects from industry. Results: We demonstrate a (log)-linear relation between cost on the one hand, and size, duration and number of defects on the other. This justifies conducting linear regression for cost. We establish that ISBSG is substantially different from EBSPM, in terms of cost (cheaper) and duration (faster), and the relation between cost and effort. We show that while in ISBSG effort is the most important cost factor, this is not the case in other repositories, such as EBSPM in which size is the dominant factor. Conclusion: Practitioners and researchers alike should be cautious when drawing conclusions from a single repository.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A good understanding of the cost of software development, that is the real cost that companies pay for their software development activities, is important for business to make better decisions [1] [2]. Two issues arise with regard to cost of software projects. First, cost and effort are often looked upon as equivalent. At the best effort is assumed to be a good proxy for cost, where the emphasis seems to be more on effort, and less on cost. Frequently studies are found that claim to be about cost estimation, yet the study itself analyzes effort as the main subject, e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6].

To judge the evidence of cost-savings in global software engineering, Šmite et al. [1] reviewed more than five hundred articles on global software engineering, and found that only fourteen articles presented evidence of cost-savings [1].

Second, many benchmarks are available for software projects. Jones [7] mentions no-less than twenty-five sources of software benchmarks. Menzies and Zimmermann [8] inventoried thirteen repositories of software engineering data. Yet, cost data are missing in most of them. One might expect that the idea of cost as an important factor for evidence-based steering on software engineering activities, combined with the availability of many sources for benchmarking, would lead to substantial knowledge about efficiency in terms of cost. Yet, in practice this is not the case. To illustrate this, a recent study of Bala and Abran [9] on how to deal with missing data in the repository that is maintained by the International Software Benchmark Standards Group (ISBSG) [10], does not mention cost once, while a large part of the study is about effort related issues.

Jørgensen and Shepperd’s systematic review of software development cost estimation studies [11] states that the “main cost driver in software development projects is typically the effort and we, in line with the majority of other researchers in this field, use the terms cost and effort interchangeably in this paper.” Existing literature assumes that cost and effort are the ‘same thing’. However, from interactions with industry, we believe the relation between both metrics is not that simple. The collection of these metrics needs to be done in different ways, each with their own difficulties. Furthermore, both metrics may be affected by different variables, such as country, inflation, and commercial aspects. While cost data might be reliable from an accounting viewpoint, they might include different actual data across projects phases. In order to emphasize the importance of cost, especially top-level
decision makers highly value cost transparency, as we found in a study on pricing of software projects [12]. To explore the differences and commonalities between cost and effort, we use two large software repositories: the EBSPM repository [13] [14] [15] and the ISBSG repository [10], with the objective of gaining insights into the usefulness of historic effort and cost data for benchmarking and cost estimation purposes. This is one of the first studies in which EBSPM is used in comparison with other benchmark datasets. We perform our analysis as an exploratory study based on two data sets. Therefore, our datasets and results may not generalize. Our objectives are to (1) determine the similarities and differences between cost and effort, (2) determine whether these make cost modelling a substantially different problem from effort modelling, and (3) discuss potential reasons for the differences. We address the following research question:

**RQ1** How do the EBSPM-repository and the ISBSG-repository compare with regard to the size, effort, cost, duration, and number of defects of software projects?

When building the EBSPM-repository we experienced that effort and cost are not the same, mainly due to complex interactions with industry. A software company’s project portfolio is usually built from differently organized cost structures. Simple structures like effort times hourly tariff are mixed with many other factors such as upfront agreed fixed price activities, delivery strategies such as agile (Scrum) where teams are budgeted for a period of one year or longer, sourcing strategies with globally distributed teams, and many more. Due to this the theory that cost can simply be calculated out of effort based on hourly rates is spurious, and does not hold for many software projects in industry.

We experienced in practice, that many decision makers in industry use cost as a major indicator for their decisions, and not effort as such. The interactions mentioned above make us believe that effort is not a simple proxy for cost, and that both metrics should be looked upon in research as an autonomous subject.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our research approach. Section 3 is about the results of our research. In Section 4 we discuss the outcomes and implications and threats to validity. In Section 5 we link these with related work. Finally, in Section 6 we describe conclusions.

## 2 RESEARCH APPROACH

For this exploratory study we apply a qualitative and quantitative approach. We discuss differences between cost and effort, based on our previous interactions with industry, and we analyze correlations between cost and effort based on a subset of the ISBSG-repository. We create cost models based on two data sets; a subset of the ISBSG-repository and the EBSPM-repository, and we investigate whether typical results, such as influence of size and differences between data sets, obtained by the literature on software effort estimation also hold for cost.

We test whether both repositories are different from each other and in what degree they are fit for use to build a prediction model for effort and for cost. In particular we examine what independent variables are relevant for predicting cost. In both cases we look for the best fit; meaning that for each dataset different prediction models can apply. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of both repositories from the perspective of a full software portfolio, by analyzing specific samples of software project data against the content of the EBSPM-repository [13]. Finally, we look for causes that might explain our findings, by studying existing literature on the subject of effort and cost of software projects.

### 2.1 The EBSPM-repository

The EBSPM-repository is a collection of data from approximately five hundred finalized software projects. Data is collected by specialized measurement teams within three different companies (banking and telecom) in The Netherlands and Belgium. Data is available for projects of different business domains. The functional size of all projects is measured in function points by specialized function point analysts. We focus on size, effort, cost, duration, and defects, which are all present in this data set, although effort is only collected for a limited number of 22 out of 488 projects. All software projects have been performed and measured in the period of nine years from 2008 to 2016. An important feature of the EBSPM-repository is that it contains data of a company’s software portfolio as a whole, representing a variety of projects, business domains, delivery approaches, and sourcing strategies. Where other repositories – like ISBSG – focus on projects as such, EBSPM focus on portfolios instead. This enables us to analyze good practice versus bad practice projects from a portfolio point of view [14]. In order to reduce effects of inflation we calculate all Euro values in the EBSPM-repository that we used for our study to the 2015 value, based on the calculation tables of the International Institute of Social History.

Table 1 shows descriptive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n = 488</th>
<th>Size (FPs)</th>
<th>Cost (Euros)</th>
<th>Effort (Hours)</th>
<th>Duration (Months)</th>
<th>Nr. of Defects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Quartile</td>
<td>38.25</td>
<td>71684</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>115.50</td>
<td>293166</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>20.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>216.07</td>
<td>637935</td>
<td>3202</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>70.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>248.75</td>
<td>740559</td>
<td>2391</td>
<td>11.09</td>
<td>55.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>4600.00</td>
<td>7523527</td>
<td>22096</td>
<td>26.84</td>
<td>1586.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAs indicate fields with no data available for effort and number of defects; due to this skewness could not be calculated. We emphasize that due to 466 NAs with regard to Effort only 22 projects are included in the calculations on Effort.

1 http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/calculate.php
2.2 The ISBSG-repository

ISBSG is a repository collected by the International Software Benchmark Standards Group (ISBSG) [10], that is licensed to software companies that wish to use their tools for estimation and benchmarking purposes (for researchers ISBSG data is available free of charge). For the purpose of this study we use ISBSG version D&E Corporate Release 17 April 2013 [10]. The full ISBSG-repository consists of 6010 projects; we select those projects for which there is data on cost, size, and duration:

1. We exclude all projects with no size recorded (Functional Size is empty).
2. We solely include projects that are counted in function points (values "IFPUG 4+", or "NESMA" in Count Approach).
3. We exclude all other projects. We exclude projects with no cost recorded (Total Project Cost is empty).
4. We exclude projects with no project duration recorded (Project Elapsed Time is empty).
5. Finally, we exclude all projects that were executed before the year 2000 (Year of Project), in order to limit the subset of projects to periods close to those in the EBSPM-repository. After filtering, a subset of 172 projects is available for further comparison of effort and cost in the EBSPM-repository. In order to normalize all project cost in the subset, we convert the data in Project Cost to Euros based on historical exchange rates as denoted by trading company Oanda\(^2\). To do so we select the 1\(^{st}\) of January of the applicable Year of Project in ISBSG as begin-date and the 31\(^{st}\) of December of the Year of Project from ISBSG as end-date. Alas the EBSPM-repository we finally calculate all Euro values to the 2015 value, in order to reduce any effects of inflation.

Table 2 gives an overview of descriptive statistics of the ISBSG-subset that we used in this study. An comprehensive overview of the ISBSG dataset that we used, including the calculated cost data, is to be found in a Technical Report [16].

2.3 Analysis Procedure

We perform a series of statistical tests to examine whether both repositories are significantly different. We perform Wilcoxon rank sum tests to compare differences between size, cost, effort, duration, and number of defects, and differences per size. To check for normality, we perform Shapiro tests and analyze histograms. To examine the prediction power of both datasets we use linear regression, stepwise linear regression, and CART trees, the latter as suggested in [17]. For linear regression, we also eliminate influential observations based on Cook’s distance. Besides that, we compare both repositories by mapping the project data of the ISBSG subset on the Cost Duration Matrix in the EBSPM-tool [18], analyzing the following performance indicators:

1. Cost per Function Point (FP): the weighted average cost (in Euros) per FP, where size (FP) is the weighting factor, instead of number of projects.
2. Duration per FP: the weighted average duration (in calendar days) that it took to deliver a FP.
3. Number of Defects per FP: the weighted average defects (from system integration test to technical go live) per FP.

We compare the performance of projects in the EBSPM-repository as a whole with ISBSG data. Within the scope of this study we do not look at company-specific causes; we look at 650 projects, and assume that company specific causes are not significant for common trends, as indicated in previous research [14]. Company-specific factors do not necessarily give us homogeneous information about aspects like country or sourcing strategy, because companies may be spread through different countries, their projects may be very heterogeneous in terms of sourcing strategy.

3 RESULTS

In order to examine the fitness of both repositories to build a prediction model for effort and cost, we performed a series of statistical tests. A detailed overview of the results of these tests is included in a Technical Report [16]. In this section we provide a summary of the most relevant outcomes.

In accordance with what is known from related work [3] [18] [19], we found that size, cost, and to a lesser extent duration, in both datasets were not normally distributed, indicated by a relatively high score for skewness (see Table 1 and Table 2). Boxplots of both repositories (see Figure 1) confirm this observation. We also checked for normality by performing Normality Shapiro tests. These result in violations for all numerical variables (all p-values were smaller than 2.4e-10; see the Technical Report [16]). To examine differences between both datasets we performed Wilcoxon ranked sum tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections to compare overall differences, and differences per size (see Table 3). P-values indicate that overall Cost and Cost per Size are significantly different, whereas the other metrics are not significantly different.

\(^2\) http://www.oanda.com/currency/average.
3.1 Linear Regression

In order to further examine differences between both datasets, we use residuals versus fits and QQ plots to examine the points with values that are substantially larger than the rest. We perform several tests in order to examine which model fits best based on both datasets. As the data are not normal, we apply a log transformation, as recommended in the literature [20].

A subset of the plots is shown in Figure 2; indicating the differences between the EBSPM-repository and the ISBSG-subset. The upper left plot (EBSPM) and the upper right plot (ISBSG) give an idea of whether the relationship between dependent and independent variables is linear. When the red lines are horizontal, the relationship is likely to be linear. The plots indicate that for both EBSPM and ISBSG the relationship deviate a bit from linearity, but these are small. Some violations to homoscedasticity (homogeneity of variance) are indicated, especially for ISBSG, as indicated by the plot at the bottom right.

Both QQ-plots at the bottom left (EBSPM) and bottom right (ISBSG) indicate fairly normal residuals for EBSPM. However, for ISBSG, the distribution seems less normal; indicating that linear regression is less adequate for ISBSG than for EBSPM. Application of backward stepwise linear regression results in a similar fit as linear regression. We determined highly influential observations based on cook’s distance and the stepwise model [21]; removing these in the stepwise model had no effect (see Table 4).

In Table 4 we show how much improvement in fit (multiple R-squared) we gain by using log, even though log is not always making things normal. We use linear (not stepwise) regression, so that we can know the estimate of the slope and result of the statistical tests of the hypothesis that the slope equals zero, with respect to all independent variables. Note that effort is not included in the

### Table 3. Results from the Wilcoxon rank sum tests comparing EBSPM and ISBSG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median EBSPM</th>
<th>Median ISBSG</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>115.50</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td>39063</td>
<td>0.1539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>293166</td>
<td>68974</td>
<td>60446</td>
<td>0.0000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>807.00</td>
<td>1445.00</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>8.41</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>36768</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Defects</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>13441</td>
<td>0.2592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost / Size</td>
<td>2684.00</td>
<td>602.00</td>
<td>72157</td>
<td>0.0000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort / Size</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>1668</td>
<td>0.3674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration / Size</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>46123</td>
<td>0.0650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Defects / Size</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>11024</td>
<td>0.0974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highlighted and with an asteriks marked rows indicate statistically significant difference when applying Holm-Bonferroni corrections based on 7 comparisons, at the overall level of significance of 0.05; due to this correction Effort and Duration are not assessed significantly different.

### Table 4. Improvements in fit (Multiple R-squared).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EBSPM</th>
<th>ISBSG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression, without log</td>
<td>0.7663</td>
<td>0.1416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression, with log</td>
<td>0.7012</td>
<td>0.6815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression, no influential observations</td>
<td>0.8123</td>
<td>0.9029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear regression, with additional factors</td>
<td>0.8839</td>
<td>0.9226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For EBSPM the factors Organization, Business Domain, Development Approach, and Year Go Live were added. For ISBSG the factor Development Type was added. Effort was not included in any of the models above.
models; in terms of linear regression, excluding effort leads to a better R-squared (0.9029), than including effort (0.7159). Our results indicate that for EBSPM adding effort does not help with linear regression. Fitting a linear model, with log transformation, where highly influential observations are removed before the model was generated, shows that in the EBSPM-repository Size, Duration, and Number of Defects are significantly related to Cost (see Table 5). This confirms common knowledge from related work that Size is a strong predictor of Cost. In addition, it shows that for EBSPM Duration and Number of Defects are strong predictors for Cost too. A similar test on the ISBSG-subset, shows that Size and Effort are relevant factors; however, Duration and Number of Defects are not. A warning is in place here; these results might be influenced by the fact that for EBSPM not enough effort data was available to fit a linear model (see the NAs in Table 5).

3.2 Regression Trees

Given the potential violations to the assumptions of linear regression (especially when using ISBSG), we created regression trees for both EBSPM and ISBSG, to see if they agree with our conclusions on linear regression. When examining the regression tree based on the EBSPM-repository (see Figure 3, left), we observe that Size is the root node. This indicates that this is the most important attribute for predicting Cost. Duration appears for the first time at the third level of the tree, indicating that Duration is less important than Size, but still relevant for predicting Cost. Number of Defects does not appear in the regression tree; it is considered as irrelevant for predicting Cost. Examining the regression tree of the ISBSG-subset (see Figure 3, right), we find that Cost and Effort do have a strong relationship, as suggested in existing literature. Duration and Number of Defects
Defects are absent, indicating that these are not relevant for the purpose of estimating Cost for ISBSG. By aggregating the findings obtained by linear regression and regression trees, we can make the following observations. For EBSPM, both Size and Duration are very relevant, with Size being more relevant than Duration. This is reflected both in the linear regression and regression tree. Number of Defects are less important and may or may not be relevant, given their smaller coefficient in linear regression and absence in the regression tree. For ISBSG, Size and Effort are relevant and Duration and Number of Defects are not. This is reflected in the linear regression and partly in the regression tree.

3.3 Mapping on the EBSPM-tool

To visualize performance in terms of size, cost, duration, and defects, we mapped the subset of 172 ISBSG projects on the content of the EBSPM-repository, by using the EBSPM-tool [13] (see Figure 4). To analyze the overall performance of both repositories, we calculated three Performance Indicators (see Table 6).

Table 6. Overview of Performance Indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EBSPM</th>
<th>ISBSG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost (Euros) per FP</td>
<td>3,630</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration (Calendar Days) per FP</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>6.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Defects per FP</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All performance indicators are calculated as weighted average, with size as weighting factor (instead of number of projects).

Overall average Duration per FP as measured in the EBSPM-repository (5.53) does not match ISBSG Duration per FP (6.74), but differences are relatively small. The trendline for duration of the ISBSG-subset (the horizontal red line) is 23% below the EBSPM-trend (the horizontal dotted line), indicating that ISBSG projects on average took 23% longer to finalize than the EBSPM ones. On quality no differences occur, as both datasets show a weighted average of 0.35 Number of Defects per FP. The median Number of Defects is statistically similar according to the Wilcoxon tests.

Yet, differences on cost are huge. Average Cost per FP in the EBSPM-repository is 3,630 Euros, while the ISBSG repository shows an average of 795 Cost per FP. The ISBSG trendline in Figure 4 (the vertical red line) is as much as 80% to the right of the EBSPM-trend (the vertical dotted line), indicating that ISBSG projects were 80% cheaper in terms of Cost per FP than EBSPM ones. With regard to project size (in function points) we observe that on average ISBSG projects show a size of 307 FPs, where the EBSPM projects show an average size of 216 FPs. However, these relatively small differences in size do not explain the huge difference in cost in both datasets. This is confirmed by the Wilcoxon Ranked Sum Test with Holm-Bonferroni corrections, which reveal no significant differences in size between EBSPM and ISBSG.

3.4 Key Findings

Looking at our research question:

**RQ1** How do the EBSPM-repository and the ISBSG-repository compare with regard to the size, effort, cost, duration, and number of defects of software projects?

we determine the following key findings in this study: (1) We demonstrate a (log)linear relation between cost on the one hand, and size, duration and number of defects on the other (as illustrated in Figure 2). This justifies conducting linear regression for cost. (2) We establish that ISBSG is substantially different from, e.g., EBSPM, in terms of cost (cheaper) and duration (slower), and the relation between cost and effort. This implies that practitioners and researchers alike should be cautious when drawing conclusions from a single repository. (3) We show that while in ISBSG effort is the most important cost factor, this is not the case in other repositories, such as EBSPM in which size is the dominant factor.

4 DISCUSSION

The main questions that arise from the analysis that we performed, is whether the large differences that we found in Cost, and the fact that Duration and Number of Defects are of influence to Cost in the EBSPM-repository, and not in the ISBSG-subset, can be explained in any way?
Our analysis shows that the EBSPM-repository and the ISBSG-subset are significantly different with regard to cost of finalized projects. Looking at the significant differences in the EBSPM-repository between different companies, as shown in the boxplots in Figure 1, we tend to agree with the idea that building a dedicated repository of historic projects (a single-company model) helps companies to make better predictions of new projects and to improve benchmarking and analysis of ongoing and finalized projects. Also the idea of clustering fits with our experience that some business domains (e.g., data warehouse) show cost patterns that deviate from general ones, and therefore need to be looked upon in a specific way.

Based on the outcomes of our comparison, we argue that, effort and cost are interrelated, at least in the ISBSG-subset that we studied. However, when plotted over time both metrics seem to show a more complex relationship (see the Technical Report [16] for a figure on development of project metrics over time). Besides the common idea that cost reflects effort times hourly tariff, many other factors play a role here: e.g., market issues, productivity changes over time, and sourcing strategies. However, no major cost per FP changes are to be found in ISBSG data when looked upon over time. What strikes in our study, however, is the remarkable difference in Average Weighted Cost per FP between both studied repositories, as depicted in Table 6; in the ISBSG-subset development of one FP cost on average 795 euro, while in the EBSPM-repository 3630 euros are needed to do so.

The big differences that we found between project cost in both repositories could not be explained based on Size, Duration and Number of Defects of the software projects. Unfortunately, no relevant Effort data was available in the EBSPM-repository, so we cannot conclude anything about that. In earlier research [14] we found indications that might be of influence to cost of projects, such as software delivery strategies (agile and release-based, steady heartbeat, fixed teams) and specific business domains. Unfortunately, the ISBSG descriptions don’t tell us much about these aspects. A key factor in the comparison of both repositories might be different labor costs in different countries. EBSPM projects come from the Netherlands and Belgium, however a significant part of the projects is performed in cooperation with suppliers in other countries (e.g., India). ISBSG projects come from a wide range of countries, including some whose IT industry is based on labor costs being low. Since ISBSG does not normally release data about the country in which a project was performed, it is hard for users of ISBSG cost data to take this into account. However, when the total cost of the ISBSG projects in the subset...
that we used are divided by the total effort, this results in an aver-
age hourly rate of 43.01 Euro. A complicating factor here might be
that in the ISBSG repository, total project effort is a mandatory
field [22], where cost is not. In the EBSPM-repository, cost is man-
datory, mainly due to the recurring difficulties that the measure-
ment teams involved in EBSPM experienced in collecting reliable
effort data in practice.
One major aspect that we assume to be key in this comparison, is
that in the EBSPM-approach a software portfolio as a whole of
each company is measured, e.g. the good and the bad projects. The
ISBSG-approach focuses at single projects, and therefor might not
reflect a company’s portfolio performance in a holistic way.

4.1 Implications
Taking into account that collecting reliable effort in industry is
difficult, and that we found substantial differences between both
studied datasets, we point out that researchers and practitioners
should take great care to understand the data they are using when
making estimates. A remark with regard to using repositories for
prediction purposes, is that not only the adequacy of different pre-
dictive models for each dataset varies, but also the most relevant
independent variables. This is in line with previous research on
effort estimation [43]. Care must also be taken when using data
from one repository to predict projects for companies not repre-
sented in the repository. As we show, projects from different re-
positories can be considerably different. In particular, we observe
that the two repositories had projects with similar duration and
number of defects (independent variables), but different costs:
relevancy filtering and locality-based approaches, which have
been achieving promising results for cross-company effort estima-
tion [44] [45], might not work well for predicting cost.

4.2 Threats to Validity
Our study focuses on differences between size, cost, duration, and
number of defects in both repositories. All other factors, such as
organization, business unit, primary programming language, de-
velopment approach, or development type are not included in the
analysis. We are aware of the fact that including different factors
might influence the outcome of the analysis, yet we’d like to argue
in our favor that overall both repositories are a representative
subset of any company’s software project portfolio. Statistical
tests showed no evidence that organization or business domain
was of significant influence for cost prediction, where size,
duration and numbers of defects actually were. As a remark we
mention that related work shows that a relationship between cost
and business domain is applicable in the EBSPM-repository [14],
and with effort in the ISBSG repository [26].
Two important limitations might be of influence to our study. On-
ly a small part of the software projects in the ISBSG-repository
includes cost data; a subset of 172 out of 6010 projects (3%) was
applicable for our analysis. On the contrary, only a small part of
the EBSPM-repository holds effort data; 22 out of 488 projects
(4.5%). We emphasize that our findings are not to be generalized
without any restrictions to other software repositories. In order
to assure the quality of Function Point counting in the ISBSG-subset;
the subset only contains projects with an Unadjusted Function
Point Rating ‘A’ (the unadjusted FP was assessed as being sound
with nothing being identified that might affect its integrity) or ‘B’
(the unadjusted function point count appears sound, but integrity
cannot be assured as a single figure was provided).
With regard to quality assurance of the EBSPM-repository: pro-
jects were measured by experienced, often certified measurement
specialists. Project data was based on formal project administra-
tions and reviewed by stakeholders (e.g. project managers, prod-
uct owners, finance departments, project support). All projects
were reviewed thoroughly by the first author of this study before
they were included in the EBSPM-repository. We used the default
parameters from the CART package in R to build regression trees.
Finally, we emphasize that we used – where possible – a relevant
and extended subset of statistical tests to analyze both re-
positories. Our goal was to link evidence found from one test to
confirming results from other tests too.

5 RELATED WORK

5.1 Repositories for Benchmarking
Our findings are not all new; related work confirms large differ-
ences between both within-company and cross-company reposi-
tories. Much research is performed on whether organizations
should use cross-company datasets for estimation and benchmark
purposes or whether they should collect their own historic data
[23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]. The outcomes of studies are mixed.
Garre et al. [29] emphasize that “in the case of large project data-
bases with data coming from heterogeneous sources, a single
mathematical model cannot properly capture the diverse nature
of the projects”. Apparently, other benchmark sources are im-
portant. Also the usually “large disparity of their instances” lead
to problems [29]. Many researchers have now a better awareness
that single companies can themselves have very heterogeneous
projects. As a consequence, the community has started to question
the usefulness of the distinction between the terms ‘cross’ and
‘within’ [30].
Abran et al. [31] mentions a lack of historical data in many compa-
nies, as a solution they propose a simulation using the ISBSG-re-
pository. Lokan et al. [32] position ISBSG as a ‘low cost initial
determination of an organization’s industry position and its
comparative strengths and weaknesses’. Fernández-Diego et al.
[33] inventoried the use of the ISBSG-repository by performing a
systematic mapping review on 129 research papers. They found
that in 70.5% of the studies prediction of effort is the main focus.
In 55% of the papers ISBSG is used as the only support.
Oligny et al. [34] propose a duration prediction model that is
based on ISBSG data, that can deliver a ‘first order’ estimate to
project managers. Lokan et al. [32] state that “ISBSG does not
claim that the repository represents the whole industry; rather, it
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that we used are divided by the total effort, this results in an aver-
age hourly rate of 43.01 Euro. A complicating factor here might be
that in the ISBSG repository, total project effort is a mandatory
field [22], where cost is not. In the EBSPM-repository, cost is man-
datory, mainly due to the recurring difficulties that the measure-
ment teams involved in EBSPM experienced in collecting reliable
effort data in practice.
One major aspect that we assume to be key in this comparison, is
that in the EBSPM-approach a software portfolio as a whole of
each company is measured, e.g. the good and the bad projects. The
ISBSG-approach focuses at single projects, and therefor might not
reflect a company’s portfolio performance in a holistic way.

4.1 Implications
Taking into account that collecting reliable effort in industry is
difficult, and that we found substantial differences between both
studied datasets, we point out that researchers and practitioners
should take great care to understand the data they are using when
making estimates. A remark with regard to using repositories for
prediction purposes, is that not only the adequacy of different pre-
dictive models for each dataset varies, but also the most relevant
independent variables. This is in line with previous research on
effort estimation [43]. Care must also be taken when using data
from one repository to predict projects for companies not repre-
sented in the repository. As we show, projects from different re-
positories can be considerably different. In particular, we observe
that the two repositories had projects with similar duration and
number of defects (independent variables), but different costs:
relevancy filtering and locality-based approaches, which have
been achieving promising results for cross-company effort estima-
tion [44] [45], might not work well for predicting cost.

4.2 Threats to Validity
Our study focuses on differences between size, cost, duration, and
number of defects in both repositories. All other factors, such as
organization, business unit, primary programming language, de-
velopment approach, or development type are not included in the
analysis. We are aware of the fact that including different factors
might influence the outcome of the analysis, yet we’d like to argue
in our favor that overall both repositories are a representative
subset of any company’s software project portfolio. Statistical
tests showed no evidence that organization or business domain
was of significant influence for cost prediction, where size,
duration and numbers of defects actually were. As a remark we
mention that related work shows that a relationship between cost
and business domain is applicable in the EBSPM-repository [14],
and with effort in the ISBSG repository [26].
Two important limitations might be of influence to our study. On-
ly a small part of the software projects in the ISBSG-repository
includes cost data; a subset of 172 out of 6010 projects (3%) was
applicable for our analysis. On the contrary, only a small part of
the EBSPM-repository holds effort data; 22 out of 488 projects
(4.5%). We emphasize that our findings are not to be generalized
without any restrictions to other software repositories. In order
to assure the quality of Function Point counting in the ISBSG-subset;
the subset only contains projects with an Unadjusted Function
Point Rating ‘A’ (the unadjusted FP was assessed as being sound
with nothing being identified that might affect its integrity) or ‘B’
(the unadjusted function point count appears sound, but integrity
cannot be assured as a single figure was provided).
With regard to quality assurance of the EBSPM-repository: pro-
jects were measured by experienced, often certified measurement
specialists. Project data was based on formal project administra-
tions and reviewed by stakeholders (e.g. project managers, prod-
uct owners, finance departments, project support). All projects
were reviewed thoroughly by the first author of this study before
they were included in the EBSPM-repository. We used the default
parameters from the CART package in R to build regression trees.
Finally, we emphasize that we used – where possible – a relevant
and extended subset of statistical tests to analyze both re-
positories. Our goal was to link evidence found from one test to
confirming results from other tests too.

5 RELATED WORK

5.1 Repositories for Benchmarking
Our findings are not all new; related work confirms large differ-
ences between both within-company and cross-company reposi-
tories. Much research is performed on whether organizations
should use cross-company datasets for estimation and benchmark
purposes or whether they should collect their own historic data
[23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28]. The outcomes of studies are mixed.
Garre et al. [29] emphasize that “in the case of large project data-
bases with data coming from heterogeneous sources, a single
mathematical model cannot properly capture the diverse nature
of the projects”. Apparently, other benchmark sources are im-
portant. Also the usually “large disparity of their instances” lead
to problems [29]. Many researchers have now a better awareness
that single companies can themselves have very heterogeneous
projects. As a consequence, the community has started to question
the usefulness of the distinction between the terms ‘cross’ and
‘within’ [30].
Abran et al. [31] mentions a lack of historical data in many compa-
nies, as a solution they propose a simulation using the ISBSG-re-
pository. Lokan et al. [32] position ISBSG as a ‘low cost initial
determination of an organization’s industry position and its
comparative strengths and weaknesses’. Fernández-Diego et al.
[33] inventoried the use of the ISBSG-repository by performing a
systematic mapping review on 129 research papers. They found
that in 70.5% of the studies prediction of effort is the main focus.
In 55% of the papers ISBSG is used as the only support.
Oligny et al. [34] propose a duration prediction model that is
based on ISBSG data, that can deliver a ‘first order’ estimate to
project managers. Lokan et al. [32] state that “ISBSG does not
claim that the repository represents the whole industry; rather, it
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believes that the repository only represents the best software companies” [32]. Cheikhi and Abran [35] mention the ISBSG repository and Promise as the two ongoing repositories of software projects in the SE community, both lacking structured documentation, which hinders researchers to identify the datasets that are suitable for their purposes. Déry and Abran [22] mention that “a key challenge in data analysis using the ISBSG repository (...) is to assess the consistency of the effort data collected”.

5.2 Effort versus Cost

Effort and cost are in many studies used as equivalent; usually cost is mentioned, where actually effort is meant. An example is the definition by Buglione and Ebert [36]: “An estimate is a quantitative assessment of a future endeavor’s likely cost or outcome.” [36]. Petersen argues that both are an important decision criterion for companies [2]. A recent study on productivity in agile software development [37] mentions cost as one of nine highly-related productivity dimensions, although the original study by Melo et al. [38] of two agile teams revealed that most team members did not share the same understanding of productivity. As a consequence of the blurred distinction between effort and cost, the latter is for a major part missing in studies on project performance. Radliński [3] gives an overview of variables used in analysis within the ISBSG repository, yet cost is not mentioned. When cost actually is mentioned, it often is as equivalent to or a derivative of effort, see for example [5], [6], and [4]. Deng and MacDonell [39] propose an approach based on justified normalization of functional size, to challenge questions among researchers about the quality and completeness in the ISBSG-repository. Both the EBSPM-repository and the ISBSG-subset use functional size (Function Points) as metric to normalize the projects in their repositories. Our study shows that in both repositories Size is strongly significant for Cost of software projects, an effect well known from other related work [40]. This emphasizes the importance of including functional size in any form in a software project repository. It might even be an important next step to automate the counting of functional size, although recent research indicated that stakeholders on functional size measurement do not see a direct need for this [41]. However, we assume that this opinion might be slightly tainted by self-interest.

Although we used regression analysis for our study a warning is in place: Jørgensen and Kitchenham [42] argue that violations of essential regression model assumptions in research studies to a large extent may explain disagreement among researchers on economy of scale effects or diseconomy of scale effects with regard to size and effort. Randomized controlled experiments with fixed software sizes and random allocation of development of software of different sizes, and the use of more in-depth analyses of software projects might help here [42]. Radliński [3] examined how various project factors in ISBSG are related with the number of defects, finding that there are very few factors significantly influencing this aspect of software quality. Such results might suggest that software quality depends rather on a wider set of factors [3]. This confirms what we found with regard to number of defects in the ISBSG-subset. Finally, no scientific studies are published that examine the link between effort and cost of software projects based on real industry data.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We compared two industrial yet publicly available software project repositories, the EBSPM-repository and a subset of the ISBSG-repository, in order to analyze differences with regard to Cost, Size, Duration, and Number of Defects. We determined suitability of some key variables (Size, Duration and Number of Defects) of both data sets for the purpose of cost prediction. We identified three key findings: (1) We demonstrate a (log)-linear relation between cost on the one hand, and size, duration and number of defects on the other. This justifies conducting linear regression for cost. (2) We establish that ISBSG is substantially different from, e.g., EBSPM, in terms of cost (cheaper) and duration (faster), and the relation between cost and effort. This implies that practitioners and researchers alike should be cautious when drawing conclusions from a single repository. (3) We show that while in ISBSG effort is the most important cost factor, this is not the case in other repositories, such as EBSPM in which size is the dominant factor.

We showed that effort and cost of software projects in the ISBSG-subset are interrelated, although results might be influenced by definitional issues with regard to cost and because we examined a subset of only 3% of the ISBSG-repository. We argue that, supported by the importance of both effort and cost data for decision makers in industry, effort and cost should be treated as different metrics in research.
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